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Patio furniture once a commodity owned by the holders of majestic gardens ,grand patios and
porches is no longer limited to conventional styles and designs. It has in fact come a long way from
a humble teak bench and garden chairs. With the wide variety of styles and designs available in the
market today , outdoor furniture has surpassed the limitation of space and budget. These are no
longer mere pieces of waterproof furniture for the outdoors but much more, they represent a space
and can make an individualistic style statement. Wicker furniture appeals to some while others
might prefer wrought iron. Some opt for the classic teak yet plastic and resin furniture might attract
the others. The options available are as diverse as the customerâ€™s preferences.

Patio furniture is available in a myriad of materials which have been improved over time to ensure
better strength , aesthetics and longevity .While teak requires sandpapering and polishing, plastics
are chemically modified to increase strength and colour stability. Cane , rattan and wicker furniture
undergoes treatment to make it rot resistant and stronger. Dirt repelling and UV stabilised wicker is
also available. These require minimal maintenance. Wicker is now available in two varieties-natural
and artificial. While the natural one is obtained from plants like bamboo and cane, artificial one
comprise of plastics and resins. This material being flexible can be woven into many forms over
metal or wooden frames .Natural wicker demands care and maintenance while artificial one goes
easy on these factors. Wicker furniture is extremely comfortable and popular as outdoor furniture.
Wicker furniture is increasingly become a common sight at open air restaurants and coffee houses.
A wicker recliner is a perfect way to enjoy a lazy outdoor afternoon in a garden or on the poolside.
Patio sets consisting of a table with 4 or 6 chairs das per requirement are available in wicker. Wicker
tables with glass top makes a  stylish yet elegant statement. Wicker furniture is ideal for gazebos,
terrace and porch. Accessorized with attractive cushions in weatherproof fabrics, these pieces can
easily be morphed into classic or contemporary styles as per individual tastes. A change in the
colour or pattern of the upholstery can renovate the appearance.

Wicker furniture is also available in combination with steel , wrought iron and wood. These
modifications make the furniture more appealing and change the way wicker has been
conventionally used and perceived. The natural appearance of the material makes it ideal for
outdoor set up. It accentuates the natural environment and blends in with it rather than sticking out
as an artificial addition.  It is by far the most environment friendly material use for patio furniture.

The use of wicker for outdoors is not just limited to patio furniture ,it is also used for making
decorative pieces which complement the furniture and create a complete ambience .Beautiful lamp
shades , baskets and vases used along with wicker furniture can totally transform a humble porch to
a glamorous lounge.
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The above description describes a Patio Furniture Clearance .Wicker is a versatile material which is
environment friendly. Its properties on modification  like strength and weather resistance make it
ideal for a Patio Set.
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